
















Judging the "Consonance" and "Dissonance" of Musical Intervals based on Temperament 
and Harmonics




















 When teaching the chorus and ensemble, the pitch of the "Consonance"and "Dissonance", what criteria should be used 
to judge it, currently there is  no defi nition. That makes it diffi  cult to determine the pitch of the consonance degree and 
the relation of simple static and physical pitch, which is unconscious in the dynamic consonance degree in actual music. 
To begin with, because pitch is unconscious, consisting of semitone and whole tone, and the sound serves as a reference 
group, it is necessary to determine whether another sound and in what relationship. "One octave, is made up of twelve 
semitones" rather than, "one octave, the frequency ratio of the sound is 1: 2" as it relates to pitch. If you do not catch it, in 
actual chorus and ensemble guidance, there would be a mistake judging the pitch.
 In this paper, fi rstly, compared the temperament of "Just Intonation" and "Equal temperament", it was started to make the 
defi nition of pitch consonance-dissonance. It was confi rmed the method to determine the consonance-dissonance of the 
pitch "using a tuner", "hearing the overtone”, and "the use of a Harmony director". Then, to calculate the frequency ratio 
of the average just intonation and Equal temperament, watching the temperament in the harmony director, also with the 
aid of harmony of function, to learn how to link to practical instruction. Understanding this, the teaching methods of the 
chorus, ensemble which are based on the pitch of the consonance judgment, questions were raised while presenting a 
musical score.
　The results of the study show that, in order to teach the chorus and ensemble while teaching the interval of the 
consonance judgment, three approaches turned out to be benefi cial: “comparison of the frequency of Just intonation 
and Equal temperament"; "the development of a judgment method of consonance-dissonance"; and "incorporation of 
theory of harmony". With the advantage of these techniques, It was introduced the "Voice mix singing method", as a 
specifi c example of what type of correct voice, how to read the pitch interval, and how to sing in consonance. 
キーワード：純正律，平均律，和声学，協和音と不協和音，音楽的期待のシステム




































































































































































































































































































































































































①小数点 ②（分数X/C） ④小数点 ⑤（指数関数）
０ C 完全一度 1.00000000 1/1 ０ 1.00000000 （　　　）０ ０
１ D♭ 増一度 1.06666667 16/15 112 1.05946309 （　　　）１ 100
２ D 長二度 1.12500000 9/8 204 1.12246205 （　　　）２ 200
３ E♭ 短三度 1.20000000 6/5 316 1.18920712 （　　　）３ 300
４ E 長三度 1.25000000 5/4 386 1.25992105 （　　　）４ 400
５ F 完全四度 1.33333333 4/3 498 1.33483985 （　　　）５ 500
６ G♭ 減五度 1.41666667 17/12 590 1.41221356 （　　　）６ 600
７ G 完全五度 1.50000000 3/2 702 1.49830708 （　　　）７ 700
８ G♯ 増五度 1.60000000 8/5 814 1.58740105 （　　　）８ 800
９ A 長六度 1.66666667 5/3 884 1.68179283 （　　　）９ 900
10 B♭ 短七度 1.80000000 9/5 1018 1.78179744 （　　　）10 1000
11 B 長七度 1.87500000 15/8 1088 1.88774863 （　　　）11 1100
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